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The Gospel According to Mark
Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle, written to the founders of the church in
Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the importance of faith in overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining
redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell

Cliffs Notes on the Bible
Knowable Word
Even the most difficult passages come alive as this noted Bible teacher leads readers book-by-book and chapter-by-chapter
through the Old Testament, helping them to see the big picture of God's revelation. A companion volume to Wiersbe's
Expository Outlines on the New Testament, this unique commentary offers practical expositions of key Old Testament
chapters.
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Register
This lively, engaging introduction to the New Testament is critical yet faith-friendly, lavishly illustrated, and accompanied by
a variety of pedagogical aids, including sidebars, maps, tables, charts, diagrams, and suggestions for further reading. The
full-color interior features art from around the world that illustrates the New Testament's impact on history and culture. The
first edition has been well received (over 60,000 copies sold). This new edition has been thoroughly revised in response to
professor feedback and features an updated interior design. It offers expanded coverage of the New Testament world in a
new chapter on Jewish backgrounds, features dozens of new works of fine art from around the world, and provides
extensive new online material for students and professors available through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources.

The Acts of the Apostles
Encountering the New Testament
With more than 18,000 questions from 692 passage breakdowns in the NIV New Testament, this tool can help you create
customized studies for your group.

An Outline of New Testament Spirituality
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and
external demons, and with his devoted but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be
explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave

The New Testament Notes
Old Testament Survey in Outline Form
Notes, explanatory and practical, on the New Testament. ed. by R. Frew
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The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary
flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in
history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language
of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

The Outline Bible
The New Testament in Its World
During the period that the Old Testament came into being, Israel, from who whose world the documents contained in the
Old Testament derive, underwent many changes, especially in its sociological structures. Such changes produce changes in
liturgical life, resulting finally in the elimination of a multiplicity of sanctuaries and focusing on Jerusalem.Walther Zimmerli
suggests that a presentation of Old Testament theology cannot close its eyes to all this movement and change. This classic
study expertly outlines the essential religious structures and tensions of the Old Testament.

Revelation
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes
how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean against a
background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James

An analysis and summary of New Testament history
Visual Outline Charts of the New Testament
Old Testament Theology in Outline
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly
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images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule
a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Introducing the New Testament
Every chapter of the Bible summarised in 140 characters or less. These summaries originally appeared as the
@biblesummary project on Twitter. For three-and-a-half years, Chris Juby posted one tweet per chapter, one chapter per
day to 30,000 folowers, finishing the project in November 2013. This edition is the full archive of all 1,189 summaries.

Outlines of the History of England
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary
flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in
history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language
of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

An Analysis and Summary of Old Testament History and the Laws of Moses
ObserveInterpetApply People with Bibles don't always know how to use them. They're good at absorbing and repeating
material from sermons, commentaries, and blogs, but they miss the fullness and joy that comes from studying the Bible for
themselves. The power to change the world is available, but it goes untapped. Though study aids are helpful, imagine if
your primary ministry curriculum was Scripture itself. You could study the Bible, teach people how to study it themselves,
and expect those folks to lead their own Bible studies with their neighbors, coworkers, and friends. Each year, you'd see an
increasing number of men and women wield the sword of the Spirit, piercing hearts and drawing the lost to Jesus. Ordinary
people can learn to study the Bible. These people may not have been to seminary. They don't have much free time. But
they love Jesus and want to be more like him. They want to know him. Knowable Word offers a foundation on why and how
to study the Bible. Using a running study of the first chapter of Genesis, it illustrates how to observe, interpret, and apply
the Scripture-and gives the vision behind each step. It also shows how to read each Bible passage in light of salvation
history. But besides being just a how-to on Bible study, it fuels the desire to learn and grow through studying the Scriptures.
This book will appeal to three kinds of people: 1. Beginners who love God and his Word 2.Mature Christians who want to
improve their Bible study skills 3.Leaders who long not only to teach but also to equip Knowable Word offers what each
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group needs: a sensible Bible study method. By learning to observe, interpret, and apply, ordinary people will grow
extraordinarily close to Jesus Christ as they learn to study his knowable Word.

Annual Summaries Reprinted from the Times
For students of the New Testament, discerning the coherence of the text is imperative for an accurate understanding of its
message. To ensure that context is maintained and individual components are analyzed, a thorough approach is neededone that surveys the "big picture" of each book. Visual Outline Charts of the New Testament offers such an approach
through concise outlines presented as simple and aesthetically pleasing charts. This revised and expanded edition offers
fresh material including enhanced format and color schemes as well as helpful introductions for each NT book. In addition to
numerous contextual insights, reasons are provided for the author's preferred outline movements of the inspired text. A
proven teaching aid in Bible colleges, seminaries, and local churches, VOCNT will help Bible students of all levels
understand the complexity, unity, and interconnected nature of the New Testament.

Introducing the New Testament
Ecclesiastes
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary
flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in
history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language
of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary
relevance.

Unfolding Drama of Redemption (Scroggie)
Since its publication in 1982, Old Testament Survey has served as the standard textbook on the background, content,
literary quality, and message of the Old Testament. The second edition of this excellent work has been thoroughly revised
and updated to take into account new research in the field of Old Testament studies. The book now also includes important
new contributions from six leading biblical studies scholars: Leslie C. Allen, James R. Battenfield, John E. Hartley, Robert L.
Hubbard Jr., John E. McKenna, and William B. Nelson Jr. Reflecting the best of evangelical scholarship, Old Testament Survey
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provides a comprehensive study of the nature and contents of each of the thirty-nine books of the Old Testament and also
considers the historical data and theological themes relevant to the Hebrew Scriptures. Part 1 covers the five books of the
Pentateuch. Part 2 studies the books of the Prophets, with special consideration given to the birth and history of Israel's
monarchy, the role of prophets and prophecy, and the nature of Hebrew poetry. Part 3 examines the Writings, including a
special study of wisdom literature in general. Part 4, which has been relocated from the front of the book to the back,
contains studies of various background themes necessary for understanding the Old Testament: "The Authority of the Old
Testament for Christians," "Revelation and Inspiration," "The Concept of Canon," "Formation of the Old Testament,"
"Geography," "The Chronological Puzzle," "Archaeology," and "Messianic Prophecy." All of the revisions and enhancements
undertaken in this volume will make Old Testament Survey even more serviceable for college and seminary use as well as
for study by scholars, pastors, and interested lay readers.

Three Hundred Outlines of Sermons on the New Testament
Summaries and commentaries about both the Old and New Testament.

Bible Summary
Studying the New Testament can be an exciting--and intimidating--experience. This readable survey is designed to make
the adventure less daunting and more rewarding. Two experienced classroom teachers offer a new edition of their
bestselling and award-winning textbook, now with updated content and a new interior design. Other distinguishing features
include: • abundant images, maps, and charts--all in full color • sidebars that address ethical and theological concerns and
provide primary source material • focus boxes isolating key issues • chapter outlines, learning objectives, and summaries •
study questions Students of the New Testament will find this introductory text both informative and engaging. An
accompanying website through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources offers a wide array of resources for students and
professors. Resources for students include flash cards, self quizzes, and introductory videos. Resources for professors
include discussion questions, suggestions for class activities, PowerPoint slides, an instructor's manual, and a test bank.

A Workbook for New Testament Syntax
This valuable reference helps believers understand as never before the books of the New Testament and how they fit into
the total revelation God has given us of Christ and His redemptive work.

The David Story: A Translation with Commentary of 1 and 2 Samuel
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Daniel B. Wallace’s groundbreaking books Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament
and Basics of New Testament Syntax have become the standard textbooks among colleges and seminaries for teaching
New Testament Greek syntax. This workbook, designed to accompany both books, presents a dynamic approach to learning
Greek syntax. Instead of simply learning syntax in single-verse snippets, students are exposed to all of the major syntactical
categories in exegetically and theologically significant passages.

The Gospel According to Matthew
Old Testament Survey
Wiersbe's Expository Sermon Outlines on the Old Testament
This book is a general, historical and practical overview of the Old Testament. It provides a basic working knowledge of the
Old Testament along with some fundamental tools for putting the teaching into practice. This book is geared to bring
benefit to many: the Bible college student, the layperson, Christian worker, Sunday School teacher, and even the busy
pastor will find encouragement and sermon ideas. The advanced student who wishes to explore the major issues in depth
will also find direction and help, chiefly by the "basic Bible study library" at the end of manual.

Outline Studies in the New Testament, Philippians to Hebrews
Introducing the New Testament presents the complex and often challenging texts and history of the New Testament in a
clear and informative manner. The book begins with a section that gives readers a clear idea of how to use it most
effectively for study and personal research, followed by a chapter which outlines the various manuscript traditions and
processes of transmission that resulted in the biblical texts we have before us today. With this groundwork complete,
readers are then introduced to all the texts of the New Testament, and to major issues and debates such as the 'Historical
Jesus' the 'Synoptic Problem' and current debates surrounding inspiration - how these texts can be seen in both a historical
context and in the context of religious faith. The book features maps, chapter summaries, sample essay questions, chapter
bibliographies and reading lists, and an annotated glossary of key terms.

An Analysis and Summary of the Historical Geography of the Old and New Testaments
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The Gospel According to John
New Testament Lesson Maker
Studying the New Testament can be an exciting--and intimidating--experience. This readable survey is designed to make
the adventure less daunting and more rewarding. Two experienced classroom teachers offer a new edition of their
bestselling and award-winning textbook, now with updated content and a new interior design. Other distinguishing features
include: • abundant images, maps, and charts--all in full color • sidebars that address ethical and theological concerns and
provide primary source material • focus boxes isolating key issues • chapter outlines, learning objectives, and summaries •
study questions Students of the New Testament will find this introductory text both informative and engaging. An
accompanying website through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources offers a wide array of resources for students and
professors. Resources for students include flash cards, self quizzes, and introductory videos. Resources for professors
include discussion questions, suggestions for class activities, PowerPoint slides, an instructor's manual, and a test bank.

A Popular Abridgment of Old Testament History
Finally: an introduction that captures the excitement of the early Christians, helping today's readers to think like a firstcentury believer while reading the text responsibly for today. The New Testament in Its World is your passageway from the
twenty-first century to the era of Jesus and the first Christians. A highly-readable, one-volume introduction placing the
entire New Testament and early Christianity in its original context, it is the only such work by distinguished scholar and
author N. T. (Tom) Wright. An ideal guide for students, The New Testament in Its World addresses the many difficult
questions faced by those studying early Christianity. Both large and small, these questions include: What is the purpose of
the New Testament? What was the first-century understanding of the kingdom? What is the real meaning of the
resurrection in its original context? What really were the Gospels? Who was Paul and why are his letters so controversial? As
twenty-first-century people, how do we recover the excitement of what it was like to live as Christians in the first or second
centuries? In short, The New Testament in Its World brings together decades of ground-breaking research, writing, and
teaching into one volume that will open readers' eyes to the larger world of the New Testament. It presents the New
Testament books as historical, literary, and social phenomena located in the world of Second Temple Judaism, amidst GrecoRoman politics and culture, and within early Christianity. ' Written for both classroom and personal use, the benefits of The
New Testament in Its World include: A distillation of the life work of N. T. Wright on the New Testament with input from
Michael Bird Historical context that situates Jesus and the early church within the history, culture, and religion of Second
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Temple Judaism and the Greco-Roman world Major sections on the historical Jesus, the resurrection of Jesus, and Paul's
chronology and theology Surveys of each New Testament book that discuss their significance, critical topics like authorship
and date, and that provide commentary on contents along with implications for the Christian life Up-to-date discussions of
textual criticism and the canonization of the New Testament A concluding chapter dedicated to living the story of the New
Testament Available Video and Workbook companion resources to enhance learning and experience the world of the New
Testament Illustrated with visually rich pictures, maps, charts, diagrams, and artwork; plentiful sidebars provide additional
explanations and insights

Annual Summaries from The Times
Outlines of New Testament History
"The Outline Bible is a tool for making the content of the Bible easy and enjoyable to learn--and remember! This handy
resource organizes every single verse of the Bible into an easy-to-remember outline format. Each of the major levels of the
outlines uses a literary device--such as alliteration, rhyme, etc.--to help the point stick in your mind and heart, and the
unique formatting for each level helps you easily recognizes it on the page." -- Introduction

Encountering the New Testament (Encountering Biblical Studies)
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999
Acclaimed for its masterful new translation and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of
the great works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero who
slays Goliath and, through his struggles with Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully human: an
ambitious, calculating man who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral vision. The consequences for him, his family,
and his nation are tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the creation of a literary
artist comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.

Wiersbe's Expository Outlines on the New Testament
In this compact book Prosper Grech provides an overview of the various elements of spirituality present in the New
Testament. Grech, an Augustinian Father, defines spirituality not in a New Age sense but rather as the full response in the
life of a believer to God s offer of salvation in Christ. He outlines key spiritual themes of early Christian belief drawn from
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Genesis, the Psalms, the Synoptic Gospels, Paul s epistles, the letter to the Hebrews, and the Johannine Gospel, letters, and
apocalypse all crucial documents in the life of the New Testament churches. Drawing these various theological strands
together, Grech crafts a complex portrait of a dynamic yet contemplative Christian spirituality a spirituality that not only
saturated the New Testament church but continues to animate Christian life today.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The Romans
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